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Short-range resonating-valence bond states in an orbitally degenerate magnet on a honeycomb lattice is stud-
ied. A quantum-dimer model is derived from the Hamiltonian which represents the superexchange interaction
and the dynamical Jahn-Teller (JT) effect. We introduce twolocal units termed “spin-orbital singlet dimer”,
where two spins in a nearest-neighbor bond form a singlet state associated with an orbital polarization along
the bond, and “local JT singlet”, where an orbital polarization is quenched due to the dynamical JT effect. A
derived quantum-dimer model consists of the hopping of the spin-orbital singlet dimers and the JT singlets, and
the chemical potential of the JT singlets. We analyze the model by the mean-field approximation, and find that
a characteristic phase, termed “JT liquid phase”, where both the spin-orbital singlet dimers and the JT singlets
move quantum mechanically, is realized. Possible scenarios for the recently observed non magnetic-ordered
state in Ba3CuSb2O9 are discussed.

PACS numbers: 75.25.Dk, 75.30.Et,75.47.Lx

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum spin liquid (QSL) state without long-range mag-
netic order down to low temperatures is one of the central is-
sues in strongly correlated electron systems [1]. A number of
experimental researches to explore the QSL phenomena have
been performed in a wide range of molecular-organic salts [2–
4] and transition-metal compounds [5–7] with geometrically
frustrated lattices. Some of the materials have been analyzed
theoretically based on the Heisenberg model and/or the single-
band Hubbard model on frustrated lattices, which are widely
accepted as the minimal models for the QSL phenomena.

Beyond the minimal theoretical models, additional factors,
which promote the QSL phenomena, have been examined for
recent decades. An orbital degeneracy in magnetic ions is one
of the candidate factors. The orbital degree of freedom repre-
sents directions of the electronic wave function and the charge
distributions. Some kinds of orbital alignments reduce an ef-
fective dimensionality of the magnetic interactions and disrupt
the magnetic orders. The orbital degree of freedom also has
an intrinsic frustration effect even without geometrical frustra-
tion; all bond energies in a certain orbitally ordered statecan-
not be minimized simultaneously. From these points of view,
the QSL states in magnets with the orbital degeneracy, as well
as the spin-orbital quantum liquid states, have been proposed
theoretically [8–12], and candidate materials, such as LiNiO2

and FeSc2S4, have been examined experimentally [13, 14].
The resonating valence bond (RVB) state is widely ac-

cepted as a possible ground state in low-dimensional quantum
spin systems. This is expected to be given by a superposi-
tion of the spin singlet pairs formed in nearby sites of a crys-
tal lattice. One successful theoretical treatment for the short-
range RVB ground state inS = 1/2 spin systems is known
as the quantum dimer model (QDM) originally proposed in
Ref. [15], in which the resonance of the valence bonds is rep-

resented by a kinetic motion of the local spin singlet dimers.
This is extended not only to the frustrated magnets [16] but
also to a hole doped system away from the half filling, where
hole kinetic energy, as well as the exchange interaction, moves
the singlet dimers [15]. The QDM is also applicable to the
quantum magnets with orbitally degeneracy. A description of
the resonant spin-orbital dimers was attempted in a triangular
lattice system motivated from the experiments in LiNiO2 [11].
A spin-orbital system in a honeycomb lattice is another candi-
date, in which the spin-dimer picture gives an appropriate de-
scription for the ground state. Theoretical calculations based
on the microscopic spin-orbital model have shown that the
spin singlet dimers associated with the orbital alignment cover
resonantly the honeycomb lattice [17].

Recently, a layered cupper oxide, Ba3CuSb2O9, is found
to be a new candidate of the QSL materials with the orbital
degree of freedom [18–21]. Temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility shows no anomalies down to 0.2K, al-
though the Weiss temperature is estimated to be−55K [18].
In an early stage of the research, this was attributed to the
S = 1/2 spin system in a triangular lattice. However, de-
tailed x-ray diffraction structure analyses revealed thatCu
ions do not form a triangular lattice, but a short-range hon-
eycomb lattice [19, 22], which requires us to search another
factor to realize a QSL state. A promising factor is the or-
bital degree of freedom in a Cu2+ ion where one hole occu-
pies one of the degenerateeg orbitals. The electron spin reso-
nance (ESR) experiments show the almost isotropicg factors
down to 30K [19, 22], suggesting no specific orbital align-
ments with static Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions, but indicate a
possibility of an orbital quenching. Some theoretical scenar-
ios for unique roles of the orbital degree of freedom on QSL
were proposed [17, 23, 24].

In this paper, we examine short-range RVB states in an or-
bitally degenerate magnet on a honeycomb lattice with the
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dynamical JT effect, motivated from the recently discovered
QSL state in Ba3CuSb2O9. A QDM is derived from the
Hamiltonian which represents the superexchange interaction
and the dynamical JT effect. Two local objects are intro-
duced: a spin-singlet dimer associated with the polarized or-
bitals along the bond, termed the spin-orbital singlet dimer,
and a local JT singlet, where both the orbital polarization and
the static JT distortion are quenched due to the dynamical JT
effect. The derived QDM consists of the kinetic terms of the
spin-orbital singlet dimers and the JT singlets, and the chem-
ical potential of the JT singlets. The mean-field phase dia-
grams are obtained. A characteristic phase, termed the JT
liquid phase, is realized due to the competition between the
superexchange interactions and the dynamical JT effect; both
the spin-orbital singlet dimers and the JT singlets hop on a
lattice quantum mechanically. Relations to the experiment
results in Ba3CuSb2O9, as well as the previous theoretical
works, are discussed.

In Sec. II, QDM is derived from the Kugel-Khomskii type
superexhange interaction and the local dynamical JT effect. In
Sec. III, mean-field phase diagrams at zero temperature is cal-
culated. Sec. IV is devoted to the discussion and concluding
remarks.

II. MODEL

In this section, we set up the model Hamiltonian which con-
sists of the Kugel-Khomskii type superexchange Hamiltonian
and the dynamical JT effect between the orbitals and lattice
vibrations. The QDM is derived, as an effective model of the
Hamiltonian, by the perturbational expansion in terms of the
superexchange interactions.

A. Superexchange Interaction

We consider the superexchange interactions between the
nearest-neighbor (NN) magnetic ions on a honeycomb lattice.
One hole occupies one of the doubly degenerateeg orbitals
in each magnetic ion. The orbital degree of freedom is repre-
sented by the pseudo-spin operator with an amplitude of1/2
defined by

Ti =
1

2

∑

sγγ′

c†iγsσγγ′ciγ′s, (1)

whereciγs is an annihilation operator for a hole with orbitalγ
and spins. The superexchange interactions between the NN
magnetic ions are derived from the extended-pd type Hamilto-
nian by the perturbational calculations in terms of the electron
transfer integrals. Detailed derivations and full expressions of
the Hamiltonian were presented in Ref. [17]. Here, we adopt
the dominant parts of the Hamiltonian, as a minimal model
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FIG. 1: (a) Three kinds of NN bonds in a honeycomb lattice.
Schematic views of (a) a spin-orbital singlet dimer|ψsτ 〉ij;z, and
(c) a JT singlet|ΨJT

A1
〉i.

for the superexchange interactions, given by

HSE =
∑

〈ij〉l

HSE
ij;l

=
∑

〈ij〉l

[
JsSi · Sj − Jττ

l
i τ

l
j + JsτSi · Sjτ

l
i τ

l
j

]
, (2)

where〈ij〉l represents the NN bond connecting sitesi andj
along al(= x, y, z) bond in a honeycomb lattice as shown
in Fig. 1(a), andSi is the spin operator for a hole with an
amplitude of1/2. We introduce the bond-dependent orbital
operator defined by

τ li = cos

(
2πnl

3

)
T z
i − sin

(
2πnl

3

)
T x
i , (3)

with (nz , nx, ny) = (0, 1, 2). The eigenstate ofτ li with
the eigenvalue+1/2 (−1/2) represents the state, in which
the d3l2−r2 (dm2−n2 ) orbital is occupied by a hole, where
(l,m, n) = (x, y, z) and their cyclic permutations. The
wave function for the eigenvalue−1/2 is given by |ψl〉 =
cos(πnl/3)|dx2−y2〉−sin(πnl/3)|d3z2−r2〉, which represents
the leaf-type orbital and is preferred due to the JT coupling,
as mentioned later. The exchange constants in Eq. (2),Js, Jτ ,
andJsτ , are positive.

The lowest-energy eigenstate ofHSE
ij;l on an isolated NN

bond is given by

|ψsτ 〉ij;l =
1√
2
(| ↑↓〉ij − | ↓↑〉ij) |ψτ

l 〉i|ψτ
l 〉j , (4)
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FIG. 2: Adiabatic potential-energy planes of the JT coupling Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (7). Lattice distortions at the three potential-energy
minima in the lowest plane are also shown.

where|ψτ
l 〉i(≡ |dm2−n2〉i) is the one-hole occupied state of

thedm2−n2 orbital at sitei. A schematic view is depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The eigenenergy for|ψsτ 〉ij;l is−ε̃sτ with

ε̃sτ =

(
3

4
Js +

1

4
Jτ +

3

16
Jsτ

)
. (5)

This is a spin-singlet state and the parallel orbital alignment
where the orbital and spin degrees of freedom are not entan-
gled with each other.

B. Jahn-Teller Coupling

Next, we consider the dynamical JT effect between theeg
orbitals and the E-symmetry vibrational modes,{Qiu, Qiv},
in an O6 octahedron surrounding a magnetic ion at sitei. We
assume that the vibrations occur independently at each JT cen-
ter. Hamiltonian is given by

HJT =
∑

i

HJT
i , (6)

with

HJT
i =

∑

m=(u,v)

(
− 1

2M

∂2

∂Q2
im

+
Mω2

0

2
Q2

im

)

+ 2A(T z
i Qiu + T x

i Qiv)

+B1(Q
3
iu − 3Q2

ivQiu)

+B2

[
(Q2

iu −Q2
iv)T

z
i − 2QiuQivT

x
i

]

+ C(Q2
iu +Q2

iv)
2. (7)

The first line in Eq. (7) represents the harmonic vibrations
with frequencyω0 and ionic massM , and the second line rep-
resents the JT coupling with a coupling constantA(> 0). The
third and succeeding lines are for the anharmonic terms where
B1(< 0) is the third-order anharmonic potential,B2(> 0) is
the quadratic JT coupling constant, andC(> 0) is the fourth-
order anharmonic potential.

The adiabatic energy-potential planes are calculated by ne-
glecting the kinetic energy of the lattice vibrations. As shown
in Fig. 2, there are three potential wells on the lowest adiabatic
plane, and the potential minima on theQu-Qv plane are given
at the distortions,

Ql = cos

(
2πnl

3

)
Qu + sin

(
2πnl

3

)
Qv, (8)

for l = (x, y, z) and an amplitudeρ0 =
√
Q2

u +Q2
v. To de-

scribe the low-energy vibronic states on the lowest adiabatic
plane, it is adequate to adopt, as a non-orthogonal basis set,
the vibronic wave functions|ΨJT

l 〉 localized around the three
potential minima atQl. In the crude Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, the wave function is given as a product of the
electronic and lattice parts as [25]

|ΨJT
l 〉 = |ψτ

l 〉|Φvib
l 〉, (9)

where|Φvib
l 〉 is the lattice wave-function localized aroundQl.

Although the following formulation does not depend on an
explicit form of |Φvib

l 〉, an example of the wave function is
given by

Φvib
l = N exp

[
−Mωρ

2
(ρ− ρ0)

2 − Mωϑρ
2
0

2

(
ϑ− 2πnl

3

)2
]
,

(10)

where(ρ, ϑ) are the polar coordinates in theQu − Qv plane,
N is a normalization factor, andωρ andωϑ are the vibrational
frequencies for theρ andϑ coordinates, respectively. The vi-
bronic wave-function with the A1 symmetry is given by a lin-
ear combination of|ΨJT

l 〉 as

|ΨJT
A1

〉 = 1√
3

(
|ΨJT

x 〉+ |ΨJT
y 〉+ |ΨJT

z 〉
)
, (11)

termed a JT singlet state, with the energy

EA1
=

〈ΨJT
A1

|HJT
i |ΨJT

A1
〉

〈ΨJT
A1

|ΨJT
A1

〉 =
E11 + 2E12

1 + 2S
, (12)

whereS = 〈ΨJT
z |ΨJT

x 〉, E11 = 〈ΨJT
z |HJT

i |ΨJT
z 〉 andE12 =

〈ΨJT
z |HJT

i |ΨJT
x 〉. A schematic view of the JT singlet is given

in Fig. 1(c). In a similar way, the E-symmetry doublet wave
functions are given by

|ΨJT
Eu〉 =

1√
6

(
−|ΨJT

x 〉 − |ΨJT
y 〉+ 2|ΨJT

z 〉
)
, (13)

|ΨJT
Ev〉 =

1√
2

(
|ΨJT

x 〉 − |ΨJT
y 〉

)
, (14)
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3: Three configurations of the spin-orbital singlet dimers and
the JT singlets. Dotted circles and closed curves representchanged
portions between (a) and (b), and (b) and (c), respectively.

with the energy

EE =
E11 − E12

1− S
. (15)

When the quadratic JT coupling,B2 term in Eq. (7), is ne-
glected, the doublet E states are the ground state. On the other
hand, in the case of largeB2, there is a possibility that the
singlet A1 state is the ground state [26]. We assume the sin-
glet ground state through this paper. Relations to our previous
work, where the doublet E states are assumed to be the ground
state [17], will be discussed in Sec. IV.

C. Quantum Dimer Model

Here, we derive QDM as an effective model of the Hamil-
tonian

H = HSE +HJT, (16)

given in Eqs. (2), (6) and (7). We assume that the low energy
states are given by configurations of the following two local
units: i) a NN bond state along the directionl given by

|φSO〉ij;l = |ψsτ 〉ij;l|Φvib
l 〉i|Φvib

l 〉j . (17)

This is the spin-singlet state in the|dm2−n2〉 orbital alignment
accompanied with the distortionsQl in both sites. This is
termed aspin-orbital singlet dimer . ii) a single-site state
given by

|φJT〉i = |s〉i|ΨJT
A1

〉i. (18)

This is a product of the spin state (s(=↑, ↓)) and the singlet
vibronic state, by which an orbital polarization is quenched.
This is termeda JT singlet . For simplicity, from now on, the
spin degree of freedom at the JT singlet is neglected. This as-
sumption might be justified when the JT singlet sites are dilute
and the magnetic interaction between them is weak. The spin
degree of freedom in the JT singlet sites and magnetic orders
will be discussed in Sec. IV.

As examples, three configurations of the spin-orbital sin-
glet dimers and the JT singlets are shown in Fig. 3, where
|φSO〉ij;l and|φJT〉i are represented by symbols| 〉ij and

| r 〉i, respectively. First, we derive the matrix elements of
the superexchange interactions. A bond energy for the spin-
orbital singlet dimer is given by

Hsτ
ij;l| 〉 = −ε̃sτ | 〉. (19)

A bond, in which thei andj sites are involved in different
spin-orbital singlet bonds, is represented by| 〉, and its
bond energy is〈 |H̃sτ

ij;l| 〉 = −Jτ/16〈 | 〉. On
the other hand, at least either one ofi andj sites is occupied
by the JT singlet state, the superexchange interaction energy
is zero. By modifying the superexchange interaction as

H̃sτ
ij;l = Hsτ

ij;l +
Jτ
16

(1− n̂JT
i )(1− n̂JT

j ), (20)

wheren̂JT
i is the number operator of the JT singlet at sitei,

the matrix elements are given by

〈 |H̃sτ
ij;l| 〉 = −εsτ 〈 | 〉, (21)

〈 |H̃sτ
ij;l| 〉 = −εsτ 〈 | 〉, (22)

and others are zero. We defineεsτ = ε̃sτ − 1
16Jτ = 3

4Js +
3
16Jτ + 3

16Jsτ .
The matrix elements for the JT coupling term are calculated

in the similar way. A site, which belongs to the spin-orbital
singlet dimer, is represented by| ❜ 〉, and the effective JT cou-
pling Hamiltonian is modified as

H̃JT
i = HJT

i − E11. (23)

Then, the matrix elements are given by

〈 r |H̃JT
i | r 〉 = −εJT〈 r | r 〉, (24)

〈 r |H̃JT
i | ❜ 〉 = −εJT〈 r | ❜ 〉, (25)

and others are zero. We defineεJT = −EA1
+ E11.

By using the above formula, we rewrite the Hamiltonian as

H = H̃sτ + H̃JT +
3Jτ
16

N̂JT − Jτ
16

∑

<ij>

n̂JT
i n̂JT

j , (26)

with the total number of the JT singlet given by

N̂JT =
∑

i

n̂JT
i . (27)

This Hamiltonian is divided into the diagonal part

H0 = −µN̂JT − U
∑

<ij>

n̂JT
i n̂JT

j , (28)

and the off-diagonal part

H1 = H−H0, (29)

where we define the chemical potential,µ = −εsτ/2+ εJT−
3Jτ/16, and the inter-site interaction,U = Jτ/16, for the JT
singlets.
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Derivation of the QDM is followed by the procedure pro-
posed in Refs. [15, 27]. From the non-orthogonal set|ΨC〉
with a configurationC of the spin-orbital singlet dimers
and the JT singlets, the orthonormal basis set is obtained as
|ΦC〉 =

∑
C′(O−1/2)C′C |ΨC′〉 whereOCC′ = 〈ΨC |ΨC′〉.

Then, the effective Hamiltonian is derived from the original
HamiltonianH is given by

(Heff)AB =
∑

A′B′

(O−1/2)AA′HA′B′(O−1/2)B′B. (30)

To obtain the expression ofHeff , the overlap matrix,O, be-
tween two configurations are required to be calculated. Let us
consider, first, the two configurations|Ψ1〉 and |Ψ2〉 shown
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively, where changed portions
marked by broken circles are represented by the states| 〉
and| 〉. The two configurations are connected by hoppings
of the three spin-orbital singlet dimers. An overlap matrixele-
ment between the two is given by〈 | 〉 ≡ OΨ1Ψ2

= α4S6

whereα = 1/
√
2. Another configuration, termed|Ψ3〉, is

shown in Fig. 3(c), where the number of sites involved in
a changed portion from|Ψ1〉 is more than six. An overlap
matrix element between|Ψ1〉 and|Ψ3〉 is of the higher order
of α thanα4. Then,O is expanded by the parameterα as
O = 1 + α4S6ω̂ + · · · with

ω̂ =
∑

conf.

| 〉 〈 |+H.c., (31)

where a symbol
∑

conf. implies that a summation is taken for
all hexagons in a honeycomb lattice. In the similar way, the
off-diagonal term of the Hamiltonian is expanded asH1 =
−3εsτα4S6ω̂ + · · · . By using the expressions ofO andH1,
the effective Hamiltonian for the spin-orbital singlet dimer is
given by

O1/2HO1/2 = H0 − 3εsτα4S6ω̂ + 3εsτα8S12ω̂2 · · · .
(32)

The configurations|Ψ2〉 and |Ψ3〉 shown in Figs. 3 (b) and
(c), respectively, are connected due to a hopping of the JT
singlet. Changed portions between the two configurations
marked by dotted curves are represented by the local states
| r〉 and|

r
〉. Then, the off-diagonal matrix element between

the two is obtained as〈 r|H1 | r 〉 = −(εsτ + εJT)〈 r|
r
〉

with 〈 r|
r
〉 = 2

3α
2(1 + 2S)2S.

Up to the order ofα8, we obtain QDM as an effective model
of the spin-orbital coupled system with the dynamical JT ef-
fect:

HQDM =− t
∑

conf.

(| 〉 〈 |+H.c.)

+ V
∑

conf.

(| 〉 〈 |+ | 〉 〈 |)

− U
∑

<ij>

n̂JT
i n̂JT

j − µN̂JT

− t′
∑

conf.′

(| r〉 〈
r
|+H.c.) , (33)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4: Four mean-field states. (a) “Plaquette state”, wherethe
benzene-like resonating states on hexagons are aligned on ahoney-
comb lattice. (b) “Diluted plaquette state”, where some resonating
states in (a) are replaced by the JT singlets. (c) “JT liquid state”,
where both the spin-orbital singlet dimer and the JT singlets hop. (d)
“JT singlet state”, where all sites are occupied by the JT singlets.

wheret = 3εsτα4S6, V = 3εsτα8S12, andt′ = 2
3α

2(1 +

2S)2S. A symbol
∑

conf.′ represents that a summation is
taken for the NN three sites in a honeycomb lattice. From now
on, to avoid complexity due to a number of interactions in the
Hamiltonian, we focus on the representative three terms, the
t-term, µ-term andt′-term, representing the superexchange
interaction, the JT coupling, and the dynamical JT effect, re-
spectively. Finally, we have a simple version of the QDM
given by

HQDM =− t
∑

conf.

(| 〉 〈 |+H.c.)

− t′
∑

conf.′

(| r〉 〈
r
|+H.c.)− µN̂JT. (34)

The first and second terms represent the kinetic energies of the
spin-orbital singlet dimers and the JT singlets, respectively,
and the third term is for the chemical potential of the JT sin-
glets. This model is similar to the QDM proposed in a hole-
doped antiferromagnetic Mott insulator [15].

III. PHASE DIAGRAM

We analyze the QDM in Eq. (34) by using the mean-field
approximation, and obtain the phase diagrams at zero temper-
ature. Four mean-field states shown in Fig. 4 are considered.
These are characterized by the number density of the JT sin-
glet, nJT = 〈NJT〉/N , andt′. A phase shown in Fig. 4(a)
is termed a “plaquette state”, wherenJT = 0 and hexagons
occupied by the spin-orbital singlet dimers resonantly are
aligned in a honeycomb lattice. This state is stabilized by the
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(a) (b)

FIG. 5: (a) Two sublattices (dotted and dashed-dotted lines) in a
honeycomb lattice. (b) Possible hopping processes of the JTsinglets
by thet′-term in Eq. (34). Hopping directions depend on configura-
tions of the spin-orbital singlet dimers surrounding the JTsinglets.

kinetic energy of the spin-orbital singlet dimer, i.e. the first
term in Eq. (34) [28]. On the other side atnJT = 1, all sites
are occupied by the JT singlets [see Fig. 4(d)]. In between,
two candidate states are shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c), which are
termed “diluted plaquette state” and “JT liquid state”, respec-
tively. In the diluted plaquette state, some hexagons occupied
by the spin-orbital singlet-dimers in the plaquette state are re-
placed by the JT singlets, and all local units are localized.On
the other hand, in the JT liquid state, the spin-orbital singlet
dimers hop due to the kinetic energy of the JT singlets, i.e. the
second term of Eq. (34). A configuration shown in Fig. 4(c) is
a snapshot.

Energy of each phase is calculated in the QDM Hamilto-
nian. In the diluted-plaquette state, where thet′-term is irrel-
evant, the energy is given by

EDP

N
= − t

6
(1− nJT)− µnJT. (35)

In the JT liquid state, thet-term in Eq. (34) is irrelevant, and
the kinetic-energy gain of the JT singlets stabilizes the state.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the canonical two sublattices given
by connecting the next NN sites in a honeycomb lattice are
termedA andB, and the JT singlets hop to one of the three
NN sites inside of the same sublattice. For simplicity, we
assume that a JT singlet hops to one of the three directions,
and neglect a fact that the hopping direction is ruled by the
configurations of the spin-orbital singlet dimers around it(see
Fig. 5(b)). Then, the kinetics of the JT singlets is mapped
onto the hard-core boson model, where two bosons hop inde-
pendently in each sublattice, given by

HJL =− t′
∑

<ij>∈A

(a†iaj +H.c.)− µ
∑

i∈A

a†iai

− t′
∑

<ij>∈B

(b†i bj +H.c.)− µ
∑

i∈B

b†ibi, (36)

whereai andbi are the boson operators defined in sublattices
A andB, respectively. Symbols

∑
<ij>∈A(B) imply sum-

mations for three of the six NN bonds in the triangular lat-
tices. The total number of the JT singlets is equal to that of
the bosons:

N̂JT =
∑

i∈A

a†iai +
∑

i∈B

b†i bi. (37)

It is well known that the hard-core bosons are mapped onto
theS = 1/2 spin systems by using the relations,

a†i = SA+
i , ai = SA−

i , a†iai =
1

2
+ SAz

i , (38)

b†i = SB+
i , bi = SB−

i , b†ibi =
1

2
+ SBz

i . (39)

Then, the effective Hamiltonian for the JT liquid state is
rewritten as

HJL =− 2t′
∑

<ij>∈A

(SAx
i SAx

j + SAy
i SAy

j )− µ
∑

i∈A

(
1

2
+ SAz

i

)

− 2t′
∑

<ij>∈B

(SBx
i SBx

j + SBy
i SBy

j )− µ
∑

i∈B

(
1

2
+ SBz

i

)
.

(40)

This is the two independent XY models on the triangular lat-
tices with the transverse fields alongz. We note that the in-
teraction is antiferromagnetic, i.e.t′[= 2

3α
2(1 + 2S)2S] < 0,

becauseS < 0.
As a plausible mean-field ground state ofHJL, we assume

a cone spin structure, in which the cone angle is2θ and the
120-degree structure is in theSx − Sy plane. Energy is given
by

EJL

N
= −zt̃

′

4
sin2 θ − µ

2
(1 + cos θ)

= −zt̃′nJT(1− nJT)− µnJT, (41)

wheret̃′ = |t′|/2, z = 3 which is an effective coordination
number, and a relationnJT = (1 + cos θ)/2 is used.

The phase diagram on thenJT − t′ plane is calculated
by using Eqs. (35) and (41), and is presented in Fig. 6(a).
At nJT = 0 and 1, the plaquette phase and the JT singlet
phase appear, respectively. In between, the diluted plaque-
tte phase and the JT liquid phase compete with each other.
Energies of the two phases are compared in Fig. 7 where
zt̃′/t is fixed to be 1. Two energies cross with each other
at nJT/(zt̃

′/t) = 1/6. It is shown that a phase separation

between the two appears between0 < nJT <
√
t/(6zt̃′).

By taking the phase separation into account, (see bold lines
in Fig. 6(a)), the diluted plaquette phase is restricted in are-
gion of zt̃′/t < 1/6, and a phase separation governs a large
parameter space. The phase diagram plotted on aµ− t̃′ plane
is shown in Fig. 6(b). The dilute plaquette phase only appears
atµ/t = 1/6 andzt̃′/t < 1/6.

Finally, we recall the relations for the parameterst =
3εsτα4S6, t′ = 2

3α
2(1+2S)2S, andµ = εJT− 1

2ε
sτ − 3

16Jτ ,
whereεsτ [= 3

4Js + 3
16Jτ + 3

16Jsτ ] is the spin-orbital sin-
glet bond energy, andS[= 〈ΨJT

z |ΨJT
x 〉] is the overlap integral

of the vibrational wave function in different potential min-
ima. From the viewpoint of the original model Hamiltonian
in Eqs. (16), results in Fig. 6 are interpreted that the largeen-
ergy gains of the JT effect and the superexchange interaction
realize the plaquette and JT singlet phases, respectively,and
in between the two phases, the diluted plaquette and JT liquid
phases are stabilized due to small and large contributions from
the dynamical JT effects, respectively.
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FIG. 6: (a) Mean-field phase diagrams on thenJT-t̃′, and (b)µ-t̃′

planes. A dashed-dotted line in (a) represents the phase boundary
between the diluted plaquette and JT liquid phase, when the phase
separation is not taken into account. Dashed lines represent the per-
colation threshold for a honeycomb lattice,nJT = 0.969.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

First, we discuss relations of the present QDM to our pre-
vious work in the spin-orbital-lattice coupled system [17]. As
explained in Sec. II B, there are two possible ground states in
the local JT Hamiltonian,HJT, introduced in Eq. (7); the dou-
blet E and singlet A1 states. Relative stability of the two states
is determined by the quadratic JT coupling,B2, in Eq. (7); the
E (A1) states are the ground state in the case of small (large)
B2. In the previous study, we assumed that the doublet E

-0.25

-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

 0

 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1

FIG. 7: Energies of the diluted plaquette (a red line) and JT liquid
(a blue line) states as functions of the number density of theJT sin-
glets. Dashed-dotted line represents the energy given by the Maxwell
construction method. A parameter value is chosen to bezt̃′/t = 1.

states are the ground state. It was proposed that the spin-
orbital resonant state, where the spin-orbital singlet dimers
hop on a honeycomb lattice without the transnational symme-
try breaking, is realized by the dynamical JT effect, and was
considered as a candidate state of QSL. In the present work,
we assume another case that the A1 state is the ground state.
This state is represented in the QDM by a mobile local singlet,
which is similar to a mobile hole carrier in the QDM for a hole
doped antiferromagnetic system [15]. By the mean-field cal-
culation, we show that the JT liquid state is stabilized by the
competition between the superexchange interaction and the
dynamical JT effect. There is another difference from the pre-
vious study; only the dominant terms of the superexchange
interactions are taken into account in Eq. (2), instead of all
terms of the superexchange interactions derived in Ref. [17].
The remaining terms bring about the interactions between the
spin-orbital singlet dimers [17], and may replace the plaque-
tte phase by the valence bond solid state for the spin-orbital
singlet dimers in a region of smallzt̃′/t in Fig. 6.

Second, we discuss relations to the experimental results in
Ba3CuSb2O9. The two states mentioned above, i.e., the spin-
orbital resonant state proposed in Ref. [17] and the JT liq-
uid state shown in Fig. 4(c), are the two possible scenarios
for the observed no magnetic-ordered state where the orbital
polarization might be also quenched. Let us focus on the ob-
served temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility,
decomposed into the gapped and paramagnetic Curie com-
ponents. In the scenario of the spin-orbital resonant state,
the gapped and paramagnetic components are attributed to
the spin-orbital singlet dimers and the so-called orphan spins,
respectively. On the other hand, in the JT liquid-state sce-
nario, the gapped component is owing to the spin-orbital sin-
glet dimers. When the number density of the JT singlets is
less than the percolation threshold, i.e.,nJTc = 0.696 on a
honeycomb lattice [29], it is reasonable to assume that the
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spin degree of freedom on the JT singlets, which is not taken
into account explicitly so far, is responsible for a paramagnetic
component. The broken lines in Figs. 6(a) and (b) represent
nJT = nJTc, below which two component magnetic excita-
tions are explained in the JT liquid state. Weak anisotropy
in theg factor observed in the ESR experiments is also com-
patible to both the two scenarios. In the spin-orbital resonant
state, the spin-orbital singlet dimers hop quantum mechani-
cally [17], and averaged populations in the three equivalent
orbitals are equal with each other in the time scale slower than
the hopping energy of the spin-orbital singlet dimers. In the JT
liquid-state scenario, the orbital polarization is also quenched
due to the motion of both the spin-orbital singlet dimers and
the JT singlets.

In conclusion, we derive the QDM for aS = 1/2 quantum
spin system associated with theeg orbital degree of freedom
and the dynamical JT effect. In order to construct the QDM,
two local units are introduced; the spin-orbital singlet dimer,
where the two spins in a NN bond form a singlet state associ-
ated with the orbital polarization along the bond, and the local
JT singlet, where the orbital polarization is quenched due to
the dynamical JT effect. The QDM consists of the hoppings
of the spin-orbital singlet dimer and the JT singlet, and the

chemical potential of the JT singlet. Mean-field calculations
reveal that the JT liquid phase, where both the spin-orbital
singlet dimers and the local JT singlets hop quantum mechan-
ically, is realized by a competition between the superexchange
interaction and the dynamical JT effect. We propose that this
phase is a candidate state for the non magnetic-ordered phase
observed in Ba3CuSb2O9. Present study provides a new the-
oretical framework for the short-range RVB state in orbitally
degenerated quantum magnets.
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